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America, Not Trump, Will Save
America
By Anne-Marie Slaughter

South Korea mobilized health care companies to make coronavirus

tests in late January, when the country had only four cases. Soon,

10,000 Koreans a day were being tested, and now new infections

are dropping.

The first cases in the United States were identified in January, too,

and yet we don’t even know how many people have been tested —

estimates range from just 54,000 to 139,000 total. While Angela

Merkel of Germany was soberly telling her compatriots that up to

70 percent of them could expect to get the virus, setting

expectations and summoning solidarity, it took Fox News weeks to

realize that the coronavirus was not a Democratic hoax to make

people mad at President Trump.

It’s not surprising that people are comparing the United States’

botched response with other countries’ handling of the outbreak

and concluding, as a headline in Slate put it, that “America is a

sham” — that our economy is fragile, our society shallow and our

democracy rotten to the core. This crisis has exposed the deep

fissures and failures in our culture and the incompetence of so

many of our federal leaders. And a reckoning must be had; we are

already seeing calls for an inquiry akin to the 9/11 commission into

why we were so unprepared.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-testing-specialrep/special-report-how-korea-trounced-u-s-in-race-to-test-people-for-coronavirus-idUSKBN2153BW
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-updates/testing-in-us.html
https://www.politico.com/interactives/2020/coronavirus-testing-by-state-chart-of-new-cases/
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/03/coronavirus-tsa-liquid-purell-paid-leave-rules.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/19/opinions/coronavirus-commission-investigation-opinion-bergen/index.html


But if this crisis is highlighting our weaknesses as a nation, it is

also bringing out some of our greatest strengths. In the absence of

competent national leadership, others are stepping up. Governors

and mayors, business owners, university presidents,

philanthropists, pastors and nonprofit groups of all kinds have

taken the initiative to mobilize, guide and protect those they lead

and serve.

Governors are leading the charge. At the beginning of the month,

Gretchen Whitmer of Michigan created state task forces to oversee

responses to the virus in areas like education and the work force.

Within a week she’d announced that Michigan Medicaid would

provide for free testing. Andrew Cuomo of New York was the first

to realize that a “containment area” was necessary; he called out

the National Guard to deliver meals to residents under lockdown.

Mike DeWine of Ohio was ahead of the rest of the nation in

banning spectators at a sports event and urging universities to

move to online learning.

City officials are also on the front lines. In addition to imposing

curfews and shutting down bars and restaurants, they are finding

new ways to help those most affected. Mayor Jenny Durkan of

Seattle announced a proposal to issue $800 vouchers to more than

6,000 families to help them buy food and cleaning supplies and

ordered a halt to most evictions, including for small businesses and

nonprofits. The Columbus, Ohio, City Council created a $1 million

emergency fund to help virus-affected residents with food and

housing.

In Indianapolis, food pantries have transformed operations in a

matter of days, allowing the people they serve to drive through and

https://www.michigan.gov/whitmer/0,9309,7-387-90487-520742--,00.html
https://www.fox2detroit.com/news/whitmer-says-coronavirus-testing-in-michigan-to-be-fully-covered-by-insurance
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/coronavirus-ohio-dewine-outbreak/2020/03/16/9bde6b1e-67b2-11ea-9923-57073adce27c_story.html
https://durkan.seattle.gov/2020/03/mayor-jenny-durkan-announces-5-million-in-grocery-vouchers-for-families-impacted-by-covid-19/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/seattles-coronavirus-moratorium-on-residential-evictions-is-approved-expanded-by-city-council/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/seattles-coronavirus-moratorium-on-residential-evictions-is-approved-expanded-by-city-council/
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/seattle-mayor-orders-coronavirus-moratorium-on-evictions-of-small-businesses-nonprofits/
https://www.secondhelpings.org/4-days-ago/


pick up food. Jeb Banner, the chief executive of a software

company, created the Indy Service Workers Venmo List, which lets

waiters, cooks and bartenders enter their name, employer and

Venmo ID so that locals can send them tips during the downturn.

The National Domestic Workers Alliance has done something

similar, starting a fund whereby people can donate to house

cleaners, home health aides and others who are unable to do their

jobs right now. Chicago has a plethora of responses, from a

coronavirus response fund coordinated by the city government

and philanthropic groups to a community newsletter sent out by

Block Club Chicago, a nonprofit news site that tells its readers to

just hit reply to get help with signing up for unemployment or food

stamps.

Meanwhile, around the country, business leaders were some of the

first to act. Facebook, Google, Twitter, Cisco and Amazon all

established remote work policies by March 12. Most also

announced that their companies would continue to cover the

wages of employees who couldn’t do their jobs while out of the

office, like contract workers.

Universities recognized the danger of allowing their students to

return from spring break and infect one another and the

surrounding communities, and moved classes online. They also

marshaled their experts to help inform the public about the risks of

the coronavirus; many of us are finding the Johns Hopkins

University’s Coronavirus Resource Center more reliable and on

top of the information curve than the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention.

https://www.theindychannel.com/news/coronavirus/covid-19-economic-impact/indianapolis-virtual-tip-jar-launches-to-help-service-workers-during-coronavirus-closures
https://domesticworkers.org/coronavirus-care-fund
https://www.cct.org/chicago-community-covid-19-response-fund/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/10/tech/google-work-from-home-coronavirus/index.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/


These are the hallmarks of a horizontal, open society, one that is

often inefficient but ultimately more innovative and resilient than

closed, top-down systems. That is not to excuse the absence of

national leadership; many Americans are likely to die who could

have been protected had the nation been better prepared and

better led. When people are suffering and dying and a virus is

propagating, high-quality, centralized, top-down direction is

critical.

Over the longer term, however, we are better off with as much

experimentation and as many leaders as possible, not only to spur

the kinds of innovations that will protect us from the virus

(vaccines, treatments, cheaper and better medical equipment) but

also to guide our transition to a very different world.

The coronavirus, and its economic and social fallout, is a time

machine to the future. Changes that many of us predicted would

happen over decades are instead taking place in the span of weeks.

For example: Many of the universities that managed to move all

classes online in little under a week had been resisting online

education for years, notwithstanding its obvious benefits in terms

of lower costs and greater inclusion. They will now be surprised to

discover that online teaching can actually be better than physical

classrooms. Why then return to the tyranny of the semester

system, in which my professor husband is teaching the same

course exactly the same way (two lectures, one discussion section,

over 13 weeks) as when I took it in 1978? Universities will instead

compete to offer the best blend of residential and virtual education.

We are also suddenly living in a world that the United States



government long insisted was impossible — one of drastically

reduced plane and car emissions. Here we are at home, connecting

to others around the world virtually rather than physically. That is

terrible for the airlines but good for the planet. It may be good for

us, too. A five-hour conference that I participated in last week

matched a physical conference very closely, complete with

breakout rooms and individual conversations. I just didn’t have to

waste hours traveling to get there.

And now that we’re all at home, what to do with our empty office

buildings? Given the housing crises in so many cities, the answer

seems obvious. Much commercial real estate could be transformed

into apartments. All the municipalities that are imposing

moratoriums on evictions should be willing to experiment in the

months ahead.

The future of work is here as well, for good and ill. Knowledge

workers are logging in from home while restaurants and factories

are laying people off, causing an enormous amplification in

existing inequalities. This is incredibly painful, but it’s also an

opportunity to make the changes we knew we were going to have

to make eventually.

First, we need to get more people into better-paying jobs that can

be done anywhere via a computer. Employers complain that they

can’t find workers with the skills they need for knowledge jobs.

Many organizations across the country are training people with

nontraditional pedigrees to fill them.

Second, we need to invest in more locally based, customized goods

and services and supply chains, which are less vulnerable to



threats like cyberattacks, natural disasters and disease (not to

mention automation).

Last year Gov. Gavin Newsom of California created a Future of

Work Commission for his state. At one of its hearings,

manufacturing experts predicted a future of “additive

manufacturing,” or local 3-D printing. Earlier this month, a group

of more than 300 engineers, designers, doctors, nurses and others

came together on Facebook to work on the Open Source Ventilator

project.

In seven days they came up with a prototype for a ventilator that

can be assembled from bio-plastics and manufactured with 3-D

printers. The Irish engineer Colin Keogh says that Ireland’s Health

Services will review the prototype next week with the goal of

making it available to coronavirus patients.

Maker spaces around the United States should start building these

immediately. As communities figure out how to meet the basic

needs of the newly un- and underemployed, and as weeks stretch

into months, this kind of project could be a model for the creation

of new businesses and new jobs.

Many of the jobs of the future should also be in caregiving, broadly

defined to include not only the physical care of the very old and

very young, but also education, coaching, mentoring and advising.

This crisis is a reminder of just how indispensable these workers

are.

After arguing for the importance of the care economy for years, I

was delighted to see, after only one day of kids’ staying home,

three different men tweet versions of the following: “First day of

https://www.labor.ca.gov/labor-and-workforce-development-agency/fowc/
https://opensourceventilator.ie/about
https://www.irishtimes.com/business/health-pharma/irish-project-for-easy-to-assemble-covid-19-ventilators-bears-fruit-1.4205999


home schooling and I now firmly believe that teachers should be

paid like C.E.O.s.” Indeed they should, and after this crisis

subsides, we may finally be able to build support for higher teacher

pay and prestige.

All these transitions take money, of course, and above all the basic

security that allows people to see opportunity rather than

devastation, to feel hope rather than fear. We must mitigate the

rising panic as we contemplate the possibility that millions of

Americans will simply not have a paycheck as local economies

shut down.

Here, too, we are seeing a fast forward, to a rudimentary Universal

Basic Income. Congress is considering various versions of that,

including one proposal that would provide initial direct cash

payments of $2,000 per person for every adult and child in families

making up to $180,000, beginning in April.

Once again, however, we don’t have to wait for Washington. The

nonprofit group Give Directly, which has been testing universal

basic income in Kenya, is raising money to provide $1,000 to

families in need across the United States. The group is working

with Propel, a company that made an app for managing food stamp

benefits, to identify families in the federal Supplemental Nutrition

Assistance Program, typically single mothers. Payments will be

made through debit cards that can be loaded remotely, or by

setting recipients up with online wallets. Communities can adapt

versions of this system, creating an informal tax that could become

a formal one.

Finally, all of this innovation will require universal access to fast,

https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/3/17/21183408/coronavirus-cash-basic-income-senate-michael-bennet
https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2020/3/17/21183408/coronavirus-cash-basic-income-senate-michael-bennet
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/23/magazine/universal-income-global-inequality.html
https://www.joinpropel.com/


affordable broadband. Our government has an obligation to

provide public education; it must now provide the broadband to

make that education possible. It can certainly be done, but the

government will have to better regulate private internet service

providers and move to more accountable municipally owned

internet service utilities, like the one that offers the nation’s fastest

broadband, in Chattanooga, Tenn.

The future is here, whether we like it or not. Although a future

dependent on the current federal government looks bleak, we can

vote to change that in November. Right now, we can follow the lead

of local and regional leaders and step up ourselves. Through the

virus, we are rediscovering the dark side of the Rev. Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr.’s famous “inescapable network of mutuality, tied in

a single garment of destiny.” But we can also rediscover what is

possible and what we are capable of as a nation. We can use this

crisis to create a better America.

Anne-Marie Slaughter, a former director of policy planning for the

State Department, is the chief executive of New America.
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Sunday Review

2 Scenarios For Covid-19: Best and
Worst
By Nicholas Kristof

Here’s the grimmest version of life a year from now: More than

two million Americans have died from the new coronavirus, almost

all mourned without funerals. Countless others have died because

hospitals are too overwhelmed to deal adequately with heart

attacks, asthma and diabetic crises. The economy has cratered into

a depression, for fiscal and monetary policy are ineffective when

people fear going out, businesses are closed and tens of millions of

people are unemployed. A vaccine still seems far off, immunity

among those who have recovered proves fleeting and the

coronavirus has joined the seasonal flu as a recurring peril.

Yet here’s an alternative scenario for March 2021: Life largely

returned to normal by the late summer of 2020, and the economy has

rebounded strongly. The United States used a sharp, short shock in

the spring of 2020 to break the cycle of transmission; warm weather

then reduced new infections and provided a summer respite for the

Northern Hemisphere. By the second wave in the fall, mutations had

attenuated the coronavirus, many people were immune and drugs

were shown effective in treating it and even in reducing infection.

Thousands of Americans died, mostly octogenarians and

nonagenarians and some with respiratory conditions, but by

February 2021, vaccinations were introduced worldwide and the



virus was conquered.

The Best Case

I’ve been speaking to epidemiologists about their best- and worst-

case scenarios to gauge what may lie ahead and see how we can

tilt the balance. Let me start with the best case, since we could all

use a dose of hope — which may even be therapeutic — before

presenting a bleaker prognosis.

“The best case is that the virus mutates and actually dies out,” said

Dr. Larry Brilliant, an epidemiologist who as a young doctor was

part of the fight to eradicate smallpox. Brilliant was a consultant

for the movie “Contagion,” in which a virus evolved to become

more deadly, but that’s the exception. “Only in movies do viruses

seem to become worse,” he explained.

Two other lethal coronaviruses, SARS and MERS, both petered

out, and that is possible here. “My hope is that Covid-19 will not

survive,” said Dr. Charles G. Prober, a professor at Stanford

Medical School.

Several countries have shown that decisive action can turn the tide

on Covid-19, at least for a time. China, astonishingly, on Thursday

reported not a single new case of domestic transmission. While

China is still vulnerable to a second wave, it has apparently shown

that the virus can be squelched.

The West isn’t going to copy the coercive tactics of China, but

Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea and Hong Kong have also

demonstrated that, at least temporarily, the virus can be

controlled.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/world/asia/china-coronavirus-zero-infections.html


Singapore and the other successful Asian models responded with

the standard epidemiological tool kit: vigilance and rapid

response, testing, isolating the sick, tracing contacts, quarantining

those exposed, ensuring social distancing and providing reliable

information. They did not shut down their entire countries, and

Singapore managed to keep its schools open throughout.

“Singapore is a best-case scenario,” said Dr. Tom Frieden, a former

director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He said

that there was some possibility that with social distancing and

limits on gatherings, the United States could knock down the

numbers of infections and begin to adopt Singapore-style

strategies to reduce new infections.

“The most important lesson is that the virus can be contained if

people are responsible and adhere to certain simple principles,”

said Dr. Christopher Willis, a physician in Singapore. “Stay calm.

For most people it’s like the common cold.”

Dr. Tom Inglesby, an expert on pandemics at the Johns Hopkins

Bloomberg School of Public Health, said, “The fact that Singapore,

Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea and China — and to some extent

Japan — have all flattened their curves despite having the initial

onslaught of cases should give us some hope that we can sort out

what they’re doing well and emulate it.”

One encouraging sign is that in Washington State, which had an

early outbreak, the number of positive tests appears stable.

The weather may also help us. Some respiratory viruses decline in

summer from a combination of higher temperatures and people

not being huddled together, so it is possible that Northern

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/18/national/science-health/japan-coronavirus-peak-infections/#.XnQXdZNKhTZ
https://depts.washington.edu/uwviro/


Hemisphere nations will enjoy a summer break before a second

wave in the fall. That’s what happened during the 1918 Spanish flu

pandemic: It hit in the spring of 1918, went away but returned

worse than ever in the fall.

Of the four coronaviruses that cause the common cold, two

diminish in warm weather, while two are more variable. SARS and

MERS did not have clear seasonal variations, and even seasonal

flu is transmitted in the summer, although less than in winter. So

while experts hope that hot weather will shortly bring a reprieve

from the coronavirus — the flu is already on the retreat — there’s

no solid evidence.

One reason for measured optimism is the prospect that antiviral

medicines will beat the coronavirus; some are already in clinical

trials. Scientists have hopes for remdesivir, originally developed

for Ebola; chloroquine, an old anti-malaria drug; and some anti-

H.I.V. and immune-boosting drugs. Many other drugs are also

lined up for trials.

Even without proven treatment, the coronavirus may be less lethal

than was originally feared, so long as health care systems are not

overwhelmed. In South Korea and in China outside Hubei

Province, about 0.8 percent of those known to be infected died, and

the rate was 0.6 percent on a cruise ship.

That’s still roughly six times the rate of seasonal flu, about 0.1

percent, but Dr. John Ioannidis of Stanford University argues that

the fatality rate may end up even lower. He warns that we are

engaging in hugely disruptive interventions without firm evidence

of the threat that the virus poses. Singapore has had more than 200

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1386653218300325?via%3Dihub
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/6/20-0320_article
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/17/a-fiasco-in-the-making-as-the-coronavirus-pandemic-takes-hold-we-are-making-decisions-without-reliable-data/


confirmed cases of the virus and not a single death.

About four out of five people known to have had the virus had only

mild symptoms, and even among those older than 90 in Italy, 78

percent survived. Two-thirds of those who died in Italy had pre-

existing medical conditions and were also elderly; Dr. David L.

Katz, the former director of the Prevention Research Center at

Yale University, notes that many might have died soon of other

causes even if the coronavirus had not struck.

That said, a new C.D.C. study finds that of coronavirus cases in the

United States requiring admission to the intensive care unit, nearly

half involved patients under age 65; there is also concern about

lasting lung damage among survivors.

Putting it all together, Dr. Tara C. Smith, an epidemiologist at Kent

State University, said: “I’m not pessimistic. I think this can work.”

She thinks it will take eight weeks of social distancing to have a

chance to slow the virus, and success will depend on people

changing behaviors and on hospitals not being overrun. “If warm

weather helps, if we can get these drugs, if we can get companies

to produce more ventilators, we have a window to tamp this down,”

Smith said.

So that’s the best case, and it’s plausible. If you want to feel upbeat,

stop reading here.

The Worst Case

Now we get to the other end of the range of possibilities. Dr. Neil

M. Ferguson, a British epidemiologist who is regarded as one of

the best disease modelers in the world, produced a sophisticated

https://myemail.constantcontact.com/COVID-19-Updates---March-17.html?soid=1107826135286&aid=UZamM7u0cpw
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/18/health/coronavirus-young-people.html


model with a worst case of 2.2 million deaths in the United States.

I asked Ferguson for his best case. “About 1.1 million deaths,” he

said.

When that’s a best-case scenario, it’s difficult to feel optimistic.

Ferguson questions whether South Korea and other countries can

sustain their success for 18 months until a vaccine is ready, even as

new cases are constantly being imported. Indeed, a burst of new

cases has been reported in recent days in Singapore, Hong Kong

and Taiwan.

As for the hope that the United States can emulate Singapore or

South Korea, that may be a leap.

America and South Korea reported their first Covid-19 cases on the

same day, but South Korea took the epidemic seriously, promptly

created an effective test, used it widely and has seen cases go

down more than 90 percent from the peak. In contrast, the United

States badly bungled testing, and President Trump repeatedly

dismissed the coronavirus, saying it was “totally under control”

and “will disappear,” and insisting he wasn’t “concerned at all.”

The United States has still done only a bit more than 10 percent as

many tests per capita as Canada, Austria and Denmark.

By some counts, the United States is just eight days behind Italy on

a similar trajectory, and it’s difficult to see how America can

pirouette from the path of Italy to that of South Korea. The United

States may already have 100,000 infected citizens — nobody knows.

That’s too many to trace. Indeed, one can argue that the U.S. is not

only on the same path as Italy but is also less prepared, for

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-testing-specialrep/special-report-how-korea-trounced-u-s-in-race-to-test-people-for-coronavirus-idUSKBN2153BW?utm
https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/covid19-tests-per-million-people
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/03/interview-francis-collins-nih/608221/


America has fewer doctors and hospital beds per capita than Italy

does — and a shorter life expectancy even in the best of times.

Mitre, a nonprofit that does work on health care, calculated that

coronavirus cases are doubling more quickly in the United States

than in any other country it examined, including Italy and Iran.

The nightmare is a surge that overwhelms the hospital system. A

Times colleague, Stuart A. Thompson, and I worked with two

epidemiologists to develop an interactive model of the virus that

suggested that up to 366,000 I.C.U. beds might be needed in the

United States for coronavirus patients at one time, more than 10

times the number available. A Harvard study reached a similar

conclusion.

This is an interval of quiet when the United States should be

urgently ramping up investment in vaccines and therapies,

addressing the severe shortages of medical supplies and

equipment, and giving retired physicians and military medics legal

authority to practice in a crisis. During World War II, the Ford

Motor Company turned out one B-24 bomber every 63 minutes;

today, we should be rushing out ventilators and face masks, but

there’s nothing like the same sense of urgency.

Peter Hotez, an eminent vaccine scientist at Baylor College of

Medicine, told me that he and his colleagues have a candidate

vaccine for the coronavirus but still haven’t been able to line up

sufficient funding for clinical trials.

Already there are stunning unmet needs for personal protective

equipment. After initial missteps in Wuhan, where the coronavirus

was first discovered, China adopted protocols for protective gear

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/health_glance-2017-52-en.pdf
https://data.oecd.org/healthstat/life-expectancy-at-birth.htm
https://www.mitre.org/sites/default/files/publications/COVID-19_MITRE_Action_Paper_March-2020.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/13/opinion/coronavirus-trump-response.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/03/17/upshot/hospital-bed-shortages-coronavirus.html
https://www.thehenryford.org/collections-and-research/digital-collections/expert-sets/101765/
https://medium.com/frontier-technology-livestreaming/frontier-tech-4-covid-action-emerging-market-ventilation-systems-9c818cb46189


that are more rigorous than those in the United States, involving

N95 masks and face shields, double gowns, gloves and shoe covers,

plus special areas to remove protective clothing — and all this

worked. Not one of the 42,000 health workers sent to Wuhan is

known to have become infected with the coronavirus. The United

States isn’t protecting health workers with the same

determination; it seems to be betraying them.

Dr. Irwin Redlener, director of the National Center for Disaster

Preparedness at Columbia University, said he had received a

phone call from a major Florida hospital that had run out of masks.

A doctor wanted to know: Could cloth be used to construct

makeshift masks?

The answer: not very well, but it’s better than nothing. The need is

so acute that the C.D.C. has posted official guidance advising that

doctors and nurses “might use homemade masks (e.g., bandanna,

scarf) for care of patients with Covid-19 as a last resort.”

“If people think that a hospital crisis is coming, it’s important to

know that it’s already here,” Redlener said. “It’s affecting front-line

health workers, who are probably the highest risk group. These

are like combat troops on the front lines of a war.”

In Italy, 8.3 percent of coronavirus cases involve health workers. A

doctor in the Seattle area who is forced to reuse N95 masks told me

that she and her colleagues fear that the lack of supplies will be

deadly.

“We are all making dying contingency plans at this point just in

case,” she said. “Wills, backup people to take care of kids,

recording bedtime stories.”

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14tGJF9tdv4osPhY1-fswLcSlWZJ9zx45/view
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/ppe-strategy/face-masks.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/rising-number-medical-staff-infected-coronavirus-italy-200318183939314.html


In the worst-case scenario, will social services collapse in some

areas? Will order fray? Gun sales are increasing, because some

people expect chaos and crime.

The United States is in a weaker position than some other

countries to confront the virus because it is the only advanced

country that doesn’t have universal health coverage, and the only

one that does not guarantee paid sick leave. With chronic diseases,

the burden of these gaps is felt primarily by the poor; with

infectious diseases, the burden will be shared by all Americans.

It’s Up to Us

So where is the United States headed? Will we endure the worst

case, with 2.2 million deaths? Or will we manage to turn things

around, with help from summer?

No one knows, so the optimal path forward is to hope for the best

while preparing for the worst. Dr. Brilliant, whom I quoted above

as hoping that the virus mutates and dies out, also warns that the

coronavirus may “cause global disruption on a scale we have not

seen from any epidemic in more than 100 years.”

Outcomes depend in part on us — and my conversations with

experts leave me concerned that we still are not doing enough.

“If anything, we’re still underreacting,” said Dr. Chaz Langelier, an

expert on respiratory infections at the University of California at

San Francisco. “In the last week, in terms of public health response

and testing, we’ve maybe gotten to the pace we should have been

at a month ago.”



This crisis should be a wake-up call to address long-term

vulnerabilities. That means providing universal health coverage

and paid sick leave — and if you think that the coronavirus

legislation Trump signed on Wednesday achieves that, think again.

It guarantees sick leave to only about one-fifth of private-sector

workers. It’s a symbol of the inadequacy of America’s

preparedness.

More broadly, the United States must remedy its health priorities:

We pour resources into clinical medicine but neglect public health.

What’s the difference? If you get lung cancer, surgeons operate to

save your life, but public health professionals keep you from

smoking in the first place. If you get the coronavirus, a doctor will

treat you; public health aims to keep the pandemic from getting

near you. The United States has a decentralized and spotty public

health system, and it has endured painful budget cuts, yet

historically public health has saved more lives than clinical

medicine.

We may dodge a bullet this time, but experts have been warning

for decades that a killer pandemic will come; typically, they

expected an avian flu like the 1918 pandemic rather than a

coronavirus. Singapore and South Korea did well this time partly

because they had been frightened by SARS and MERS and were

vigilant; if we, too, can be scared enough to invest in public health

and fix our health care system, then something good can come

from this crisis — and in the long run, that may save lives.

The Big One is approaching, whether now or later, whether we’re

prepared or not. Dr. Ferguson, the infectious disease modeler who

predicted deaths in the United States might reach 2.2 million, came
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down with a cough and fever a few days ago. He tested positive for

the coronavirus.

The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the

editor. We’d like to hear what you think about this or any of our

articles. Here are some tips. And here’s our email:

letters@nytimes.com.
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